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ABSTRACT: 

This paper presents an experimental investigation to the near wake turbulent 
flow that occnrs immediately beh.ind the trailing edge of airfoil sections. The t10w 
is of practical impol1ance for both wrbomachinery applications (turbine and 
compressor blades' design) and aircraft lndustly. Hot wire anemometIy was 
employed in this study to measure the longitudinal mean velocity profiles U, 

longitudinal rluctuating velocity profiles ./iJ and shear stress profiles uv using 
bo(h single and double wire probes. Two airfoil sections (NACA 0012 and 
NACA 2415) at different angles of attack ( a = 00 , 2°, 4° and _2°), on the 
development of rhe wah~ in the do\vnstream distance. Three sets of free 
stream velocities (10, 30 and 50 mJs) were used to show the intluence of 
Reynolds Humber on the tlow pattenl. The results show that as Reyonlds number 
increases, the \vake becomes [lan-ower with vortices along the t1ow, while the 
increase of the angle of nttnck increases the wake width. It also indicated that the 
shape of the ailfoil section affects the wake- shape and irs decay in the 
downstream distance. These detailed results provide a good guidance of 
understanding this fiow. 
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1. INTR 0 D U CTT ON: • 
The free ntrbulent lTIlXmg layer is of ftmdamental importance in fluid 

mechanics. This subject is also of considerable importance in aeronautical 
engineering) since the wakes behind aircraft and turbine blades invol ve ntrbulent 
mlXll1g. Because of the complexity of the problem, and for the sake of 
convenience) the free mixing layer is categorized into two regimes, namely the 
neor wake and the for wake. In the far wake, the flow is dominated by large
scale ntrbulent stnlcnlres and has well-escablished equilibrium characteristics. 
On [he other hand, the flow in the near wake is far for equilibrium. In this 
region, the oncoming boundary layer (which is rich in shear) is rapidJy 
transfonned into a free shear layer. 

Fukano er al [l have investigated experimeiltally the characteristi~s of the 
wake of a rotating flat -plate with a large angle of attack with special attention on 
[he flow near the tip of the plare. They found that when rhe tip clearance is smaU, 
the dead air region becomes large towards the tip of the plate and the shear layer 
of the suction side of the plate curves outward as a result of the accllmulation of 
low-energy fluid. On the other hand, when the tip clearance is large, the leakage 
now is so large that the leakage vortex is generated from the trailing edge of the 
sllction side and shear layer fonns by contacting the leakage How and the dead 
air region. The variation of the flow rate and the momentum of the wake flow are 
closely related to those of the leakage flow. 

Hanson and Patlick (3] srudied the flow in the wake of a model single rotating 
profan rotating in a wind tUlUlelusing a hot-wire anemometer system designed to 
detennine the three periodic velocity components. They used special data 
acquisition and dala reduction methods to deal with high data frequency, narrow 
wakes and large nucntating air angles in the tip-vortex region. Tlley also 
investigated the flow theoretically llsing a simple analytical wake theory to 

identify the flow features SHcll as viscolls velocity defects, vO,rtex sheets, tip 
vortlces and propagation acollstic pulses, 

Sirka et al [-+] measured the vailies of u, v and u, \' in the region of tile near 
wake of a circular cylinder in crosstlow. They noticed from the distribution of the 
average velOCities in [he wake that a zOlle with large velocity gradient plus a 
separation zone eXists in the itrunediate vicinity of the cylinder. The measured 
average velocity distributions on the axis of the wake show that the separated 
now in the wake region merges at x/d equals 1.3. 

Some investigations were made to study and predict hlrbulent wake flow (5-
8]. However, there IS still no detinite \'lay which would lead to a method for 
predicting correctly all tile now parameters. Therefore, expenmental techniques 
are being cOl1linuously refined and numerical techniques are being improved in 
order to achieve a general turbulence model which is able to predict this kind 
of flow. The key point lies in detailed, precise experiments whose results are sure 
to aid 111 analysis of the structure of wake flow. Such data are needed for 

• 
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.. checking analytlcql models. This experirn.ental investigation provides 
. experimental data that is needed for developing and testing nrrbulence models 
for wake flow specially in the near wake region. It is rather complicated than 
the far wake region where the flow transfonns its self from boundary layer 
flow to wake flow. 

2. TEST RIG AND !'VIEASURING EQUIPlVIENTS: 

The wind tunnel employed in titis experiment was of the open-circuit 
type, shown ill figure (1). The main tunnel air was supplied to the test section 
at a maximnm air velocity of approximately)) mis with free stream 

turbulence intensity [··in: / U] less than 0.5 ~/o. The control panel of the wind 
tunnel consists of a variable frequency controller and a remote speed control 
device. The air speed in the test section can be controlled from the control panel 
of the wind tunnel llsing a precalibrated curve. 
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Figure (1) Open circuit wind tlulllel. 

The test section, which is made of perspex, Ilas a square cross-section 305 
X 305 mm and 610 mm long, figure (2~a). At the top wall of the test section, a 
traverslng unit was fixed and a small slot in the longitudinal direction was made 
to accommodate the probe holner. Al02 lrun diameter access port is provided in 
the front sidewall. The port is closed during operation by a flanged plexiglas 
plug. A de~rree indexed scaled sUITounds the. port to allow tIle airfoiL to be 
inclined with the desired angie of attack. Two stainless steel thumb screws are 
used to secure tIle plug in the port. Two NACA airfoil sections were lIsed in 
this investigation, namely, NACA 0012 and NACA 2415 both of them are lOO 
mm cord, figure (2~b). 
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Figure(2-b) Airfoil sections employed. 

2.1.'\'JETER C -\BINET: 

The cabinet meter \-vas llsed in this study to measure the pressure and the 
longiuldinal and traverse coordinates of the probe, figure (2). On the front 
panel, There IS a mode selector switch, a pressure selector valve and digital 
display to readout [he selected signaL On the back panel, signal cable and 
pressure ulbe COlU1ectors are arrayed. The six operation modes are s\vitch 
selectable and displayed 011 the digital panel meter ~n the selected 
engineering units. 

2.2.PROBE TR-\ VERSING UNIT: 

The probe traversing unit employed in this experiment has two axes traversing 
mechanism that is capable of positioning and reponing the location of the 
probe at allY point Hl the test section vettical centerline plane, figure (2). The 
device is dri\'en manually via two handwheels precise and high helix aluminum 
lead scre\vs running in polyurethane nuts. Two precision potemiometers are 
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secured to Lhe drive screws to report the location of the probe in eac~ axis. The 
volt~ge signal from each potentiometer is transmitted to the digital dispJay in the 
cabinet meter. The probe can be traversed from the floor to the ceiling of the lest 
section. 

1.3.HOT \VTRE .-\NEi\fO!VIETERV: 

The hot wire anemometer is an 111stnllnent extensively used to analyses in 
space and time the velocity fluchlarions in turbtllent flows. Its usefulness for 
making fluctuating measurements is well known [9], Its detecting element is an 
active lengrh of a small diameter wire that has a short response time, sufficient 
sensitivity and givc:s little disturbance to the flow. 

Two types of hot wne probes were employed in this study. Single hot wire 
probes DANTEC type 55Pll are used in measunng the longimdinal mean and 

fluctu.atiug velocities CU .. /?'). Cross hoc win~ probes, DAl"\7TEC type 55P5I, 
were employed to measure the traversmg mean velocity V and the shear stress 
in the tlow field j"j\i , 

Two DA1"ITEC type 56C 17 constant temperature anemometers (CT A) were 
used. One ane~nometer was employed with the single Ilot wire probe 
measuremeIHs, willie the two anemometers were llsed simultaneously whell 

nSlng the cross wIre probes. Two DANTEC 55N11 linearizers were used, one 
for each anemometer probe combination. After serting the anemometer and the 
linea:lzer according to the relevant instnlctlon manuals, a calibration to the wires 
was made to obtain the linearizers constants. 

A DANTEC 56N13 Analog Processor Unit (APU) was employed with the 
cross hot wire measurements. The analog processor unit allo\vs the measurement 
of the lnsrantalleolls Sllms and ditferences of the two Olltput sIgnals coming from 
the anemometer-linearizer combinations. These sums and differences were used 
to resolve tlle IllsmnraneOllS Vet) and Vel) components which can, in tunl, be 
llsed to compute the shear stress and the traversing mean velocity component 
V in the flow tield. 

A DANTEC 56N22 mean value unit was usee to record the ~nenn value of 
[be signal Wilic!l is coming from the linearizer or the analog processor llllit 
(APU). A selecting knob is used fa specify which device IS in cOllnection with 
rhe me'lll value unit. Also, A DANTEC 56N25,root mean sqllme RI'vIS unit is 
employed to read Ollt the fluctuatIng component of the signals. 

• 
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3.EXPERI[\l£ENT AL PROCEDURE: 

Calibration for the wind ttumei air speed against the frequency of the wind 
ttl1mel variable frequency controller was made using a pitut u\be and the pressure 
transducer. The pressnre was converted into speed and a straight line relation 
between the air speed and the frequency was obtained. 

Calibrations for the single hot wire probe and for each wire of the two wires of 
the cross hot wire probe were made in the wind tunnel. The linearized signals 
(volts) were plotted against the air velociry to obtain the wires constants. For 
each calibration, it was checked that a straigh[ line was obtained with an 
accuracy better than 1 ~/o. Calibrations ,-vere checked after each test-nlll (md the 
average value for each wire was used in processing the signals. Calibration drifts 
due to variolls reasons were fOllnd to be small, being less t.han + 5~'O. 

Single hot wire probe was used in measuring the mean longitudinal 

velocity U and the fluctuating velocity component ··Fr:· . According to analysis of 
the velocity compollems affec.ting the single hot wire made by M. S. Mohamed 
[ 1 0], these parameters have the expressions: 

1\ = c1] and 

where C is the single hot wire constant obtained from the calibration curve for 
[hat wire. 

The mean voltage value £r. can be obtained from the DANTEC 56N22 mean 

value unit while the tluctua[lng voltage ~/~ can be obtained from the DANTEC 
56P25 RMS unit. Sampling rare CCln be selected for the mean value unit and the 
R11S uni[ according to the level of turbulence intensity in the How. 

The cross hot wire probe was employed to resolve the two instantaneolls 
velocities U(t) and V(t) in order to detennme the 10ngl[udinal mean velocity 
component U ,the traversing mean velocity component v and the shear stress 
\IV . These quantities were foulld to have the va lues [10]: 

- 1 IE, E~ l U= __ . i- -
·/2 , C, C:J -

.. , ........ (2) 

V __ l_ iE £, 
- ...... ;-1.. 

·,/2 C C. 
.......... (3) 
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TIV= ............ (4) 
2 

where C I and C2 are the two wires constants obtained from the calibration 

procedure. 

Equations (2), (3) and (4) were solved llltmericaHy using the linearized signals 
coming from the two wires of the cross hot wire probe as lllpLH to the solution. 

After calibrations were made, the employed airfoil was tixed in the test section 
with the required angle of attack. The probe and probe holder were mounted 
ill tile traversing unit at the required downstream distance. The frequency of the 
variable frequency controller of the wind ttl1U1el was adjusted to give the 

t feqtlired air speed in the test section according to the calibration curve, At every 
downstream section (x axis), rhe probe was driven manually (by the y-handwheel 
of the traversing unit) III the vertical direction (y axis) in steps varymg between 
0.1 nun and 5 mm according to the local mean velocicy gradient and local 
turbulence intensity, At the cnd of each test nm, the probe was driven manually 
(via the x-l1alldwhee1 of the traversing unit) to the selected new dowllstream 
section and the same proceeding was made as mentioned above, 

Three secs of air speeds were used 111 order to indicate the effect of Reynolds 
number on the results. These velocities are 10, 30 and 50 mis. Two different 
au"foils (NACA 0012 and NACA 2415) were employed to show the etIect of the 
body shape on the wake development m the downstream distance. Also, the 
angle of attack was cba.nged to indicate its on the flow tield. Four sets 
of angle of attack were used. \lam.ely, (Ct 00

> 20
, .f 0 and _2°) . Two types of 

hot wire anemometers were lIsed to have different data. The singie hot wire was 
employed co obtain the longitudinal mean velocity U and the fluctuating velocity 

component ,·tll:, \Vllile the cross hot wire anemometer was lLsed to obtain [he 
shear stress uv distribution in the now tield. These measurements were carried 
ont at tive different dowJ)srream sections, namely, x/c 0.02, 0.2, 0.83, 1,8 and 
3.0 where c is the ailfoil cord distance . 

.f.RESUL TS: 

The experimental results obtained in this investigation were too large to be 
represented in tlus paper. Only selective samples of the results were chosen to 
explain the phenomena. 

For airfoil section NACA 0012, the tbree extenlal mean velocity values CU 
lO~ 30, and 50 m/s) at onlY one angle of attack Ct. =00 was represented in figures 
(3-14). Figures (3, 6 and 9) show tlle absolute value for the longitudlllal me3.11 
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velocity profiles U. The lon!51nIdinal fluctuating velocity profiles "\Jul and the 
slotear stress profiles uv verstis the ltansverse distmce y at five downstream 
distances (xlc =0.02, 0.2, 0.83, 1.8 and 3.0) for the above .three external 
velocities were also shown in figures (3, 6 and 9). Figures (4, 7 and 10) represent 
the dimensionless longitudinal mean velocity profiles (U - U E) / U G j the 

dimensionless longitudinal fluctuating .... elocity profiles ... /r;: / Un and the 
dimensionless shear stress profiles uv / U; versus the dimensionless transverse 
distance Y/YI1~ 'at tJle five downstream distances. The curves were nonnalized 
with respect to the characteristic velocity (U 0::: U - U ""11) and the characteristic 
length Yli2' (where YlI~ is the disrallce from the center-line to the location where 
the velocity is half rhe extenlal velocity). Figures (5, 8 and 11) represent tile 
variation of the wake half-widtll (YII~ / C ), the variation of the mini.mllm 
longitudinal mean velocity (U - U.J/ UO , the variation of the maximum 

-= 
longitudinal flUCulating velocity )u: .. ~ / UI) and the variation of the di.mensionless 

maximum shear stress (iiV / U~ ) with the downsrream distance xJc for the above 
three exten1aI velocities. 

For airfoil section NACA 24l5, [he cun'es that represenr the general 
behavior of the wake for the above rhree external velocities (10, 30 and 50 
I111S) were selected. Figures (12, 13 and (4) represent the variation of the wake 
half-width (Yl.'~ / c) the downstream distance xJc. The variarion of the excess 
longitudinal mean velocity (U - U.J I U 0 versus xJc, also, is shown in these 
tigl.lres. The variation of the maximum longintdinal fluctuating velocity, 

~J U~&7. ; Ua , with the downstream distance xic is presented in figures ( l2, 13 and 

l.:.t.). The y also include rhe variation of the dimensionless maximum shear stress 
TIV / U: with the downstream distance xlc. 

The results show that rile wake spreads in the downstream direcrion, therefore 
rhe minimum longitudinal mean velocity U mlJl increases. The rate of increase 
depends On the Reynolds number. It increases with the lllcrease of Reynolds 
number. The width of the wake was found to be reduced with the increase of 
Reynolds number and the decrease of the angle of attack, figures (5-a, 3-3 and 

= 
I I -a). Tile center-line fluctuating longitudinal velocity '\)U~II.~ reduces as the 

wake spreads in the downstream distance. The dlmensionless flucruating 

longitudinal velocity )u~, / UO increases with the increase of Reynolds number 

while it decreases with the increase of angle of attack. The results, also, indicated 
thlt the 5h~ar stress decays with the downstream distance x since the velocity 
gradient decreases. The dimensionless shear stress ~ / U.) profiles show that it 
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decreases with the increase of the angle of attack while it decreases with the 
~crease of Reynolds Illunber. • • 

S.DISCUSSION: 

The reslllts show th(lt, the size of the wake and its length depends on the free 
stream Reyno Ids number, the shape of the airfoil sec tion and the angle 0 f attack. 
In the following section, the effect of each parameter on the flow pa[tern is 
discussed. 

S.1.EFFECT OF AIRFOIL GEOiVIETRY: 

In almost aU cases in which flow takes place round a solid body, the boundary 
layer separates from the surface towards the rear of the body.1Downstream of the 
separa[ed position, the flow is greatly disturbed by large scale eddies, and this 
reglOn of eddying motion is llsually known as the wake. As a result of the energy 
dissipated by the lugh intensity vortices in the wake, the pressure there is reduced 
and the entraitunent rare of the extemal flow to the wake is increased. The results 
show the magnitude of entraimnellt depends very much on tbe size of the wake 
and this, in tum, depends on the position of separatlOI1. 

For atrfoil section NACA 0011 (streamlined body), the shape of the body is 
sHcll that separation occurs only towards the rear, and the '.vake is SlTIall, figure 
(4-a). Therefore, the rate of entrainment is small and the rate of increase of 
iTIl1l1lTIum veloclty U mIn is slnall that is obvious from the slope of the curves 
represent the variation of the minunum longitudinai mean velo~ity, (U - U ,J / U

Q 
, 

with the downstream distance, x/c, figure (4-b). For airfoil section NACA 1415, 
on the other hand, the now is separated much faster than airfoil NACA 001:2 and 
the wake is brge, tigure (II-a), which lnakes the rate of increase of minimum 
veloclty mLlch hIgher as shown in figure ( II-b). 

5.2.EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NUi\rBER: 

The results indicated that the tlow pattem in rhe wake depends on the 
Reynolds number (R< = Uc I u) of the flow. For airfOIl NACA 0012 at lower 
Reynolds number (Re:= 2.667xtO") t"igure (3-a), the longirudinal mean vdocity 
profiles indicated that, at outer edges of the wake, the mean velocity was slightly 
less than [0 rn/s in the first tluee dO\Vl1stre~Hll sections (xJc = 0.01,0.2 and 0.83) 
while it reaches its maXIl11UlTI value ( U = l 0 m/s) in the last tWO sections. In 
this case, the boundary layer separates symmetrically from the two sides of 
the airfoil and two eddies are fonned which rotate in opposite directions. They 
rema1l1 unchanged in posaion, their energy being maintained by the now from 
the separated boundary layer, figure (IS-a). Behind the eddies, however, the 
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maiH streamlines come toge[her, and the length of the wake is limited. The results 
indicated this pllenomena. figure (3·-d), since the minimlUn mean veiocity 
increases ra,ldly. • 

When Reynolds lllunber Re increases, the eddies elongate and a periodic 
oscillation of the wake is observed. Then at a certain limiting value of Reynolds 
number (R.:::: :!xlO j

), the eddies break of from each side of the airfoil alternately 
and are washed downstream then the wake becDmes much wider. This limiting 
value of Reynolds number R-~ depends Dn the tllrbulence of the oncoming flow, 
on the shape of lhe airfoil section and the angle of attack, figure (l5-b). 

( r '. 
\ - ) 

Figure (1.5) Development of wake behind airfoll section 

In higher ranges of Reynolds number (Re :::: 3.33 x 1 O~) ~ddies are 
continuously shed ]itemately ITom tl1e two sides of the airfclll section and, as 
a result, they fOlm two rows of vortices in its wake, the center of a vortex in one 
row belng opposite the POlllt midway between the centers of consecutive 
vortices in the other row, figure (15-c). This arrangement of vorrices is known 
as a vorrex street. This pilenOmetla effects the shape of the shear stress profiles, 
tigllre (8-c), oanicularly their effect is clear in the first four dowl1srream sections. 
TIle energy of the vortices is ultimately consumed by viscosity, and beyond a 
cenain distance from the airfod the regular pattcn1 disappears. This is ShOWI1 III 

tigure (8-c) at the last downstream distance (x/c = 3.0). 

5,3.EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK: 

[ncreasing the angle of attack CL generates circulation round the airfoIl, and 
hence the lift force increase. The adverse pressure gradient along the rear part of 
the upper sUlface ~lower pressure surface) is intensified. This intensificatioll 
grows until a pa11iclIbr value of the angle of attack then the boundary layer 

-
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separates from the upper smiace and a turbulent wake is fonned. The results 
show that at fairly small angle of 'attacks (a. =00 and 20 ), . the position of 
separation may be quite close to the trailing (rear) edge of the airfoil. As the 
angle of attack increases further (a. = 40 ), the position of separation moves 
forward and the wake becomes wider. 

6·CONCLUSIONS: 

The experimental Shldy carried out on the near wake flow behind two airfoil 
sections (NACA 0012 and 241 5) revealed that the wake size and length depend 
on the aiIfoil geometry, Reynolds number of the t10w and the angle of attack of 
the airfoil section. It also indicated that there is no similarity between the 
,dimensionless velocity profiles, turbulence intensity and the dimensionless shear 

stress prof! les 111 this region of the now. The turbulence intensity .J~ I U 0 

increases with the increase of Reynolds number while it decreases with the 
U1crease of the angle of attack. The di.mensionless shear stress (ttV I U2 D) 

decreases with the increase of the angle of attack while it decreases 'vvith the 
increase of Reynolds !lumber. The reslilts can be used to check the accuracy of 
the existing turbulence models to predict this kmd of flow. 

c Cord length of airfoil. 
C

1
, C: Hot wire linearizer constants. 

eL Fluctuating linearizer Voltage. 
EL Mean linearizer voltage. 
R. Reynolds l1umber CR. = cU I u) 

u Longitudinal turbulence ~lllctuation component_ 
1I:n .. , lvlaximum longitudinal turbulence fluchtation component. 
U Extemnl mean velocity. 
u!: Longitudinal mean vdocity. 
UmlO Minimum longitudinal mean velocity. 
U u Excess velocity (U a :: U'-.: - U m,J 
V Transverse turbulence fluctuation component. 
V Transverse mean velocIty. 
{IV Shear stress. 
m- m~\ Maximum shear stress 
x, y Longitudinal and transverse dimensional co-ordinntes 
YI'2 Wake half-'vvidth. 

,u Fluid dynamic viscosity. 
u Fluid kinematic viscosity. 
a Angle of nttack. 
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